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ABSTRACT  

Confocal, multi-photon, and wide-field endomicroscopy often use coherent fiber-optic bundles to facilitate in vivo 
imaging.  The narrow diameter and flexibility of these bundles allow excellent tissue access, but fabrication processes 
place a practical limit on fiber packing density, restricting the number of resolvable points in an image.  Furthermore, the 
hexagonal packing of discrete fibers creates inter-fiber gaps that prevent some regions of the object from being imaged.  
We have combined compressed sensing (CS) principles with dispersive optics to simultaneously address these two 
fundamental limitations of the fiber bundle architecture.  We previously reported a CS approach to improve the spatial 
resolution of bundle based imaging systems by recovering multiple resolvable points within each fiber (Dumas et al., 
Proc. SPIE 2018).  This manuscript will discuss and integrate approaches for recovering object details that lie behind 
inter-fiber gaps with our CS-based method for resolving intra-fiber detail.  First, we show that modifying our CS model 
to consider the whole field of view rather than a discrete point for each fiber can partially recover inter-fiber detail.  
Next, we outline how a dispersive component at the distal end of the bundle can be used to spectrally shift object detail 
such that information from all locations on the sample are transmitted through the bundle.  We then implement image 
compounding techniques with our CS approach to produce a more continuous image.  We demonstrate that our platform 
can produce images of biological samples with 65,536 resolved pixels using a fiber bundle with only 3,700 fiber cores. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Endoscopic imaging can provide real-time visualization of tissue from sites within the body.  Coherent fiber bundles 

are widely used in endoscopy and endomicroscopy because of their narrow diameter and flexibility.  While these 
attributes make fiber-bundle-based probes well suited for clinical use, images taken through fiber bundles have two 
fundamental limitations.  The first limitation is that the number of resolved points is limited by the number of individual 
fibers that can be packed together into the bundle.  Figure 1(a) displays an image of a colon tissue slice taken directly, 
where the organization of circular crypts and muscle tissue layers can be distinguished.  When the same area is imaged 
through a fiber bundle (Figure 1(b)) much of this detail is not captured, because each fiber essentially acts as a pixel 
capturing a single intensity value, integrated over the tissue area imaged through it.  The second limitation in fiber-
bundle-based imaging is that the inter fiber cladding that binds fibers together leads to missing data and discontinuity in 
images.  This is illustrated in Figures 1(c) and 1(d) with images of fluorescent beads zoomed-in to see individual fibers 
in the bundle.  The cladding results in parts of the sample that are not imaged through the bundle.  These two limitations 
together place a limit on the number of resolvable points per unit area that fiber-bundle-based endoscopy can provide. 

 
Figure 1. Human colon tissue histopathology section (a, b) and fluorescent beads (c, d) imaged (a, c) directly and (b, d) 
through a coherent fiber bundle.  
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Previously, post-processing [1] and image compounding [2, 3] techniques have demonstrated the ability to improve 
the appearance of images taken through fiber bundles.  However, these techniques typically rely on individual fibers 
transmitting a single pixel of information.  Recently, wavefront shaping techniques have been investigated to resolve 
multiple points using information transmitted through a single multimode optical fiber [4], but the sensitivity to fiber 
bending has limited the scope of these techniques to imaging with rigid fibers [5].  Here we propose a multifaceted 
“compressive endoscopy” approach to overcome fundamental limitations of fiber bundle imaging; using a compressive 
imaging (CI) framework to resolve multiple points within the diameter of each fiber, and adapting a spectral encoding 
technique [6] to simultaneously to recover sample details that lie behind the inter-fiber cladding.   

2. METHODS 
2.1 Compressive imaging (CI) framework 

CI enables high-resolution image reconstruction through collection of multiple low-resolution observations of a 
scene through different coded masks.  As diagrammed in Figure 2, we have previously implemented CI for improving 
the spatial resolution of an imaging system [7] by first relaying the scene onto a known coded mask and then capturing 
the modulated observation with a low-resolution camera.  Multiple low-resolution observations are captured through 
different masks and then, using knowledge of the mask used for each observation, CI algorithms recover an image of the 
scene that has more resolved points than the sensor alone could provide.  The final image resolution is therefore limited 
by the number of elements in the mask rather than the number of pixels in the sensor.  We now translate this framework 
to fiber-bundle-based imaging, where resolution is limited by the number of individual fibers in the imaging bundle.  In 
this case, CI enables recovery of multiple points within the diameter of each fiber in the bundle.   

 
Figure 2. Diagram of the compressive imaging framework using results from [7]. 

2.2 Mathematical model 

Our mathematical forward model for this CI framework has previously been evaluated [7], and is modified here for 
imaging through a fiber bundle.  For this new model, a binary {0, 1} matrix, B, is included within our system model to 
exclude any parts of the image that are blocked by the inter-fiber cladding.  Circle detection is used to construct this 
matrix as a calibration step before imaging, with a value of 1 set for pixels found to lie within fiber boundaries, and 0 for 
pixels in the inter-fiber regions.  The dimensions of our target reconstructed image, X, are chosen to match the 
dimensions of an m × m mask,  Mi

, placed at a conjugate-image plane.  The object is then imaged through i different 

random binary masks.  Our forward model is then defined for a single n × n camera observation  Yi
as:  

 

where  denotes linear convolution,  denotes elementwise multiplication, h is a Gaussian convolution kernel that 
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 is an m2 × m2 diagonal matrix with mask elements on the diagonal,  Th
 is a block Toeplitz convolution matrix 

obtained from h, D denotes the appropriate downsampling operation (combining downsampling in both directions), and 

 TB
 is a diagonal matrix with the entries of B on its diagonal.  As a pre-processing step, we shift the mean of our masks 

and observations to achieve the zero-mean distribution characteristic of the measurement matrices required in the 
traditional compressive imaging setup; see [8] for details.  This CI framework is only able to recover information from 
regions of the sample that are imaged onto fiber cores within the bundle.  Information from sample regions imaged onto 
the cladding is not transmitted to our proximal camera, so this “missing data” problem is not addressed with CI.   

2.3 Snapshot spectral coding 

A spectral coding technique has previously been used as an image compounding approach to improve fiber-bundle-
based imaging in a single snapshot [6].  This approach aims to recover sample details from behind the cladding, by using 
a prism at the distal end of the imaging bundle to ensure information from all positions on the sample is transmitted 
through the fibers.  Dispersion from the prism leads to each wavelength carrying a spatially shifted projection of the 
sample to the fiber bundle.  For example, light from position x2 that is imaged onto the cladding with blue light is instead 
imaged through the fibers with red light after being spatially shifted when imaged through the prism (Figure 3(a)).  We 
use a typical color CCD camera with a Bayer mask of red, green, and blue filters to collect separate red, green, and blue 
observations in a single snapshot.  In this framework, each fiber transmits a single pixel of information.  Each color 
transmits a different set of points that can be combined and interpolated to produce a final image (Figure 3(b)). 

 
Figure 3. (a) Diagram of spectral snapshot imaging with a color camera.  (b) Processing steps for example experimental 
results when imaging a synthetic resolution target through the fiber bundle. 

2.4 Compressive endoscopy platform 

A benchtop platform was constructed to test the compressive endoscopy approach (Figure 4).  The platform was 
designed to image fluorescent samples with a 470 nm LED and a 429-474 nm bandpass filter (Semrock FF01-452/45-25) 
illuminating the sample.  Imaging optics couple fluorescent light from the sample onto a digital micromirror device 
(DMD) embedded in a Texas Instruments LightCrafter 6500 module that is placed at a conjugate-image plane.  The 
DMD is used to rapidly switch between random binary masks, each containing 700 × 700 elements.  Projection optics 
then image the modulated scene onto the distal face of a flexible fiber-optic bundle (Schott Image Bundle 1621157) that 
contains 18,000 individual fibers, each 11.9 µm in diameter.  Projection optics were selected to image 245,000 mask 
elements onto a region of approximately 2,445 fibers.  A 6-degree wedge prism can be inserted between the projection 
optics to integrate the spectral coding technique into the platform, as described in Section 2.3.  On the back end of the 
platform, relay optics image the proximal face of the bundle through a 506-594 nm bandpass filter (Semrock FF01-
550/88-25) and onto a CCD camera (Point Grey Research, GRAS-14S5M-C). 
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Figure 4. Compressive endoscopy platform with insertable prism for spectral encoding. 

3. RESULTS 
The benchtop platform was first tested without the prism in place to evaluate CI for recovering intra-fiber 

detail.  For quantitative evaluation, a synthetic resolution target (Figure 5(a)) was generated in software and 
displayed with the overlaying mask patterns on the DMD.  The synthetic scene was then imaged through the 
fiber bundle and captured by the back end CCD.  Zoomed-in panels are displayed for the original target (Figure 
5(c, d)) to visualize details on the level of single fibers.  The inter-fiber cladding leads to missing data in the 
captured images that cannot be recovered by CI because information about those locations is never collected.  
As a result, the regions of the object that can be recovered are within the diameter of fibers, as illustrated by the 
object overlaid with the bundle pattern in Figure 5(e, f).  A single observation of the scene through the bundle is 
representative of conventional endoscopy and does not resolve features in the zoomed-in panels (Figure 5(g, 
h)).  In contrast, CI reconstructions using 150 observations through different masks are able to recover details 
within the diameter of individual fibers (Figure 5(i-l)).  Two different compressive imaging algorithms were 
used to reconstruct images from the same set of observations.  We previously used an algorithm based on 
Nesterov’s proximal gradient (NPG) [9], which provided satisfactory results [7], but was computationally 
expensive due to a complex underlying model.  Here, a computationally efficient least squares-based method 
[10] is also used and produces results that are visually similar to reconstructions with the NPG algorithm, but 
with 10 times less computational time.  Zoomed-in panels are presented for the full 700 × 700 reconstructed 
images generated with the NPG (Figure 5(i, j)) and TVNN algorithms (Figure 5(k, l)).   

 
Figure 5. (a) Synthetic resolution target.  (b) Plot of line profiles across a single fiber (red arrows in (f-l)).  (c, d) Zoom in of 
two locations on the displayed target.  (e, f) Ideal reconstruction of intra-fiber details.  (g, h) Conventional image through 
bundle.  (i-l) CI reconstructions with 200 observations using (i, j) NPG algorithm and (k, l) TVNN algorithm.  (m) 
Reconstruction error as a function of number of observations. 



 
 

 
 

There are 17 distinct pixels resolved within the diameter of each fiber for both reconstruction algorithms.  
Additionally, line profiles across the single fibers indicated by the red arrows show that three maxima and two 
minima (corresponding to the two black lines) are resolved in the CI images (Figure 5(b)).  In comparison, the 
line profile across a fiber in the representative conventional fiber bundle image provides only a single point in 
the image.  Figure 5(m) presents quantitative results showing the relationship between the number of 
observations (masked images) and CI reconstruction error.  The reconstruction error metric is a measure of 
reconstruction accuracy that compares the displayed image to the conventional and CI reconstructed images 
using normalized relative error.  It is beneficial to use more observations for both NPG and TVNN 
reconstructions, and both algorithms outperform conventional imaging when including more than 20 
observations.  Beyond approximately 80 observations the error starts to plateau, indicating that there is less 
benefit for including more observations. 

We then transitioned to imaging real fluorescent objects with the computational endoscopy platform, again 
without spectral coding.  Figure 6 presents results for testing our platform on different scales including 
fluorescent beads (a-c), a transilluminated H&E stained section of colon tissue (d-e), and a human fingertip 
coated for fluorescence (g-i).  For images in Figure 5(a-f), a 10× objective (Olympus Plan N) and 150 mm focal 
length achromatic lens were used as the imaging optics.  The “ground truth” image of the beads in Figure 6(a) is 
a cropped region of a 980 × 1240 image taken with the “witness” camera positioned prior to the fiber bundle.  
Imaging the same beads through the fiber bundle illustrates the reduction in image quality, as the edges of the 
beads are not well defined (Figure 6(b)).  The image displayed in (b) is the result of basic post processing with 
bicubic interpolation on the image acquired through the fiber bundle.  Interpolation was used to make the 
images appear more continuous by replacing the black pixels between fibers.  Our CI method using the TVNN 
algorithm with 150 observations, also with inter-fiber interpolation, is able to better capture the curved edges of 
the beads (Figure 6(c)).  Additionally, it easier to distinguish the 40 µm from the 50 µm beads with the CI 
method, indicating an improvement in image quality. 

 
Figure 6. (a, d, g) Ground truth images.  (b, e, h) Single images captured through the bundle, representing conventional 
fiber-bundle imaging with interpolation.  (c, f, i) CI reconstruction with 150 observations and interpolation. 



 
 

 
 

The middle row of Figure 6 illustrates similar results for a transilluminated H&E stained section of colon tissue.  
The structure of muscle tissue layers and organization of circular crypts are visible in the ground truth image (Figure 
6(d)).  Those fine details are not discernable in the representative conventional fiber bundle image with interpolation 
(Figure 6(e)).  Again, CI recovers small details including the crypt structures which are visible in Figure 6(f).  The 
combined results of Figure 6(a-f) highlight the capabilities of compressive endoscopy for recovering microscopic 
details.  The bottom row of Figure 6 illustrates results for a larger field of view imaging a human fingertip coated for 
fluorescence.  In this example, the ridges of the fingerprint pattern are lost when imaging with the conventional 
endoscopy approach (Figure 6(h)), but are recovered with CI (Figure 6(i)).  This example is an encouraging first 
step into in vivo imaging with our compressive endoscopy technique. 

Finally, we integrated spectral coding with our compressive endoscopy platform by inserting a prism into the 
imaging path, as indicated in Figure 4.  To initially test this combined technique, we displayed the synthetic 
resolution target on the DMD under illumination with a white LED.  Excitation and emission filters were removed 
and a color CCD camera (Point Grey Research, GRAS-50S5C-C) was used to capture observations through the fiber 
bundle.  Figure 7 illustrates results first using snapshot spectral coding only (Figure 7(c)), then with CI only (Figure 
7(e)), and finally for the combined approach ((Figure 7(f)).  Using the snapshot spectral coding approach with 
interpolation (Figure 7(c)) produces images with higher quality than conventional fiber bundle imaging with 
interpolation (Figure 7(b).  Specifically, the blue highlighted area indicates that spectral coding resolves smaller line 
pairs than conventional imaging.  CI with a single wavelength band is displayed in Figure 7(e) showing that intra 
fiber details are resolved.  The combined CI with spectral coding (Figure 7(f)) both recovers intra-fiber details and 
fills in the inter-fiber gaps using the three wavelength bands transmitted by the red, green, and blue filters of the 
Bayer mask on the color camera.   

 

Figure 7. (a) Synthetic object.  (b) Conventional imaging with interpolation.  (c) Spectral coding with interpolation.  (d) 
Conventional fiber bundle image.  (e) CI with 150 observations.  (f) CI in combination with with spectral coding. 



 
 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, we have presented a compressive endoscopy platform that overcomes the two fundamental limitations of 
fiber-bundle-based imaging.  This platform uses a compressive imaging approach to generate images with more resolved 
pixels than there are fibers in the imaging bundle, and adapts a spectral coding technique to ensure that data behind the 
cladding is transmitted through the fibers.  This combined approach simultaneously recovers intra-fiber details and fills 
in inter-fiber gaps, resulting in a final image that has higher resolution and more continuity than conventional fiber-
bundle-imaging allows.   
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